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ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
POST OFFICE BOX 551 UTTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72203 (501) 371-4000

April 29, 1986

1CAN048607

Mr. J. F. Stolz, Director
PWR Project Directorate No. 6
Division of PWR Licensing - B
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-313
License No. DPR-51
Response to CRDR Audit Findings

Dear Mr. Stolz:

Your letter dated November 7, 1985 (1CNA118502) requested supplemental
information as a result of the September 16-20, 1985 NRC on-site audit of the
ANO-1 Control Room Design Review (CRDR) program. The AP&L CRDR Final Summary
Report for AN0-1 was submitted by our letter dated August 14, 1985 (1CAN088504),
and contained AP&L's plan to provide for six month updates on the phased
approach for resolution of human engineering discrepancies (HEDs). However,
during the audit your staff requested that an agreement letter be submitted
within 30 days and a supplemental summary report be provided by April 18, 1986.
Documentation of our agreement and other additional information was provided
within 30 days by our letter dated October 18, 1985 (1CAN108510).

Subsequently, the audit report dated November 7, 1985 requested additional
information and documented the request for a supplemental summary report.
Provided as the attachments to this letter are the responses to the list of
activities, areas of improvements and documentation requested by the
conclusions and recommendations section of the audit report. As this submittal
provides the requested information and HED resolution schedules, the planned six
month updates are no longer necessary. This information should allow you to
complete your review of the ANO-1 CRDR Program.

Very truly yours,
8605090083 860429
DR ADOCK 0500 3

/ Ted Enos, Manager
L/ Nuclear Engineering and Licensing
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ATTACHMENT 1

(1) CONTROL ROOM SURVEY

NRC ITEM 1.a: " Modify the six AP&L checklist guidelines discussed at the audit
and restated in this report so they will be in accordance with
the criteria of NUREG-0700. These revised guidelines should then
be incorporated into AP&L's review process and applied to the
ANO-l's control room review."

AP&L RESPONSE: The six checklist guidelines identified by the NRC have been
addressed as follows:

(a) 1.2.2.d(2), Exhibit 6.1-6, 1.2.3.b, 1.2.3.d(2)

These guidelines address the stand-up/ sit-down console dimensions
for measuring the extended functional reach for the 5th
percentile female. The AP&L guideline was -29 inches while the
NUREG-0700 guideline was 25 inches. AP&L has modified the CRDR
review checklist and the AP&L human factors review guideline
document to state that the extended functional reach is 25 inches.
One new HED resulted from this change and is included as
Attachment 2.

(b) 1.2.3.f(2)

This guideline addresses the sit-down console dimension for'

sustained control functions. The AP&L guideline was 29 inches
while the NUREG-0700 guideline was that such controls can be

' reached without having to bend / stretch significantly. The NRC
; indicated that 25 inches may be too great a distance to reach,
1 depending on the task difficulty and duration. AP&L has modified

the CRDR review checklist to conform to the NUREG-0700 guideline.
No new HEDs resulted from this change.

(c) 3.2.1.c

| This guideline addresses the auditory alert signal detection
j specification. The AP&L guideline was that 90dB(a) is the
| maximum signal intensity while the NUREG-0700 guideline was that
! the signal should capture the operator's attention but should not
| cause irritation or a startled reaction. AP&L has modified the
| CRDR review checklist and the AP&L human factors review guideline

document to conform to the NUREG-0700 guideline. No new HEDs
resulted from this change.

(d) 5.1.6.c(2)

This guideline addresses the color coding of displays. The AP&L
| guideline is as follows: "When indicating actual position: RED;
! open for valves, closed for breakers, running for pumps, fans, etc. .

I GREEN; closed for valves, open for breakers, stop for pump 5, fans, ,

I etc." NUREG-0700 guidelines are that red mear;s dmger, grlen
! means safe and amber means caution. The NRC audit: comment was

/
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that use of these colors, as codes, should be justified if they
deviate from NUREG-0700 guidelines. The justification for the
AP&L guideline is that the standard meaning for red and green
when indicating position is as described in the AP&L guideline.
The AP&L plant operators (nuclear, fossil, and hydro) are
accustomed to these meanings and there are many years of history
using this standard. NUREG-0700 does not address the use of
color for indicating position (i.e., " danger", " caution", and
" safe" are subjective descriptions of status and either do not
apply to position or varies for each component based on the mode
of plant operation). Therefore, the AP&L standard for color
coding assigns an explicit meaning based on the behavioral
attributes of the AP&L operator population due to years of use
and training.

(e) 6.5.1.g

This guideline addresses the use of tag-outs for controls. The
AP&L guideline does not require tag-outs to physically prevent
actuation of a control since such a guideline is impractical.
The NRC commented that plastic cover tag-outs can physically
prevent actuation. This is not the case at ANO since physically
preventing manual control actuation does not physically prevent
automatic control actuation. Therefore, AP&L requires that
equipment being taken out-of-service shall have the power removed
when practical by opening the breaker and locally tagging out the
breaker. The control room tag-outs are taped over the handswitch
controls such that the operator would have to remove the tag to
operate the control. However, the use of a tag-out in the
control room to physically prevent manual actuation does not, in
most cases, adequately satisfy personnel safety concerns without
also opening the breaker to prevent automatic control actuation.
Therefore, tC s NUREG-0700 guideline is not appropriate for the
ANO control rbom design features.

(f) 9.2.2.e

This guideline addresses criteria for modular packaged units of
displays and controls. The AP&L guideline deleted this section

| since modular construction was not used in the ANO control rooms..

| $ The NRC audit team defined modular to mean vendor panel inserts.
! ; Since the ANO checklist guidelines applied the general principles
i of display and control to the vendor panel inserts (as defined in
i NUREG-0700 Section 9.2.2.e), there is no deviation from NUREG-

0700 guidelines. Therefore, using the NRC definition of modular
packaged units, no new HEDs were identified.

!

NRC IAEM 1.b: "During the audit, it was noted that a number of survey checklist
items were not completed. It is recommended that the utility

i resurvey these items and incorporate any findings into the review
j process, especially those related to ANO-l's color-coding used in

the control room."

|

|
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AP&L RESPONSE: The checklist survey forms have been reexamined to identify any
incomplete sign-offs. The items that were not signed-off were
either resurveyed or other documentation of the original survey
was used to establish completion of the review. The conclusion
was that no new HEDs were identified.

(2) SELECTION OF DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

NRC ITEM 2.a: " Complete the HED studies and reviews that are outstanding.
Provide the NRC with a description of the proposed design changes
that will result from these studies and how these results will be,

used to correct the control room discrepancies."

AP&L RESPONSE: AP&L letter ICAN198510 dated October 18, 1985 provided the
initial response to this item. NRC letter ICNA118502 dated
November 7, 1985 acknowledged receipt of the initial response and
stated the following:

''We note your agreement letter of October 18, 1985, did address
schedules for resolving of HEDs; however, it did not identify all
corrective actions for resolving the HEDs (e.g., items 6, 7, 8,
and 9 of 1R8 HEDs). Your agreement letter did address the issue
regarding the justifications for exceptions to implementation of
HED corrective actions during IR7 and 1R8. We expect your report
due April 18, 1986, to address all items as noted above."

Attachment 3 provides a comprehensive response to this item,
including information previously provided in AP&L letter
ICAN198510 dated October 18, 1985. This updated response
addresses the corrective action and schedules for resolution of,

all unresolved HEDs with a significance rating of 1.4

i

NRC ITEM 2.b: " Ensure that related HEDs in Categories 2 and 3 are considered
for cumulative and interactive effects when resolving HEDs in
Categorv 1 (e.g., annunciator system HEDs)."

AP&L RESPONSE: The resolution of HEDs is being conducted in an integrated
fashion by AP&L. All HEDs that have been identified for
resolution are being scheduled for corrective action as part ofi

a comprehensive program. The annunciator upgrade program and the
,

surface enhancement program discussed in the ANO-1 CRDR Final
Summary Report are examples of this approach. The annunciator
upgrade program will address 13 HEDs, of which only 3 are
Category 1 HEDs. ,The surface enhancement program will address
approximately 50 HEDs, of which only 4 are Category 1 HEDs.
Therefore, the AP&L plan for resolution of HEDs does ensure that
related Category 2 and 3 HEDs are considered for cumulative and
interactive effects when resolving Category 1 HEDs.

I

I
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(3) VERIFICATION OF HED RESOLUTIONS

NRC ITEM 3: " Formalize the process for this requirement detailing the use of
personnel, equipment, procedures, or techniques that will ensure
the satisfactory completion of this requirement, as AP&L's DCP
does not go into great detail on how the HF review will provide
for the proper resolution of HEDs."

AP&L RESPONSE: The process for verification of HED resolutions has been
formalized as part of an engineering department procedure on
human factors review of design changes. The procedure addresses
the use of personnel, equipment, guidelines and techniques for
proper verification of the adequacy of design changes. The
procedure was written based on the process identified to the NRC
during the audit at ANO (and described by the NRC in the
November 7, 1985 audit report) and formalizes that process.

(4) ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES IDENTIFIED DURING THE AUDIT

NRC ITEM 4.a: "Six months after receipt of the 30-day letter, the supplement to
be submitted will provide resolutions for those HEDs that are to
be implemented by the IR7 and 1R8 refueling outages, respectively.
In those cases where provisions of this information may not be
possible, justification will be provided."

AP&L RESPONSE: Attachment 3 provides this information.

NRC ITEM 4.b: " Reexamine the color-coding scheme and provide NRC with a matrix
of color versus meaning wherein color is used as a code."

AP&L RESPONSE: The matrix of color versus meaning for ANO-1 is included as
Attachment 4.

NRC ITEM 4.c: " Reexamine the high location of the meters on panels Cl4, C16 and
18 (e.g., decay heat meters) with an eye toward their relocation
so that they may be read conveniently from the control room floor
level. Use of a moveable ladder as a permanent solution is
unsatisfactory."

AP&L RESPONSE: A justification for the location of the meters on panels C14, C16
and C18 is provided as Attachment 5.

NRC ITEM 4.d: " Provide a procedure for testing status lights in cases involving
single bulb lights."

AP&L RESPONSE: A description of status light bulb operability is provided as
Attachment 6.
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NRC ITEM 4.d: "Immediately ensure that there are no missing labels by using
dymo-tape as an interim solution until the labeling study is ;
implemented in 1R7." -

AP&L RESPONSE: AP&L responded to this item during early October 1985 by
'

inspecting the ANO-1 Control Room for missing labels and
providing permanent labels as follows:

! !

1) Three sets of indicating lights for controls on panel C01
were labeled (the controls associated with the lights were4

; already labeled).

2) Three sets of indicating lights on panels CO2, C16 and C18,

; . were unlabeled spares and labels were added to identify them
as " SPARE".

No other missing labels were identified..

:
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ATTACHMENT 2

HED NO.: CK:1-1.014

GUIDE NO.: 1.2.2.d(2)

RATING: 3

FINDING:

The controls on the vertical portion of the front console panels exceed the
25" guideline for distance from the front edge of these panels.

RESPONSE:

The controls are approximately 29" from the front edge of the console panels,
which are easily reached by the control room operators, and do not significantly
exceed the 0700 guideline. This discrepancy does not impact the operators'
ability to use these controls and does not represent a human factors concern for
ANO. Therefore, based on a lack of justification for making a change, no
further action is planned to address this HED.
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ATTACHMENT 3

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMTION REGARDING ANO-1
HEDs WITH A SIGNIFICANCE RATING 0F 1

INTRODUCTION

As described in the ANO-1 CRDR Final Summary Report dated August 14, 1985, human
engineering discrepancies (HEDs) that have or could have substantially affected
safety systems and/or emergency cperations were given a significance rating of 1.
A total of 42 HEDs with a significance rating of 1 were identified in the Final
Summary Report. Discussed below is the corrective action plan for these HEDs
with supplemental information regarding schedule details beyond that contained
in the Final Summary Report.

HEDS ALREADY RESOLVED / CORRECTED

-Of the 42 subject HEDs, 16 HEDs (38.1%) have already been resolved / corrected.
Thirteen of these HEDs were identified as corrected or resolved in the Final
Summary Report and will not be discussed further here. These 13 HEDs are:

CK:1-1.012
CK: 5-1. 016
CK: 5-1. 026
QS:A3.14-1.002
QS:82.1-1.028
QS: B2.3-1. 029
QS: B7.10-1. 030
QS:A3.13-1.046
QS: B3.12-1. 070
QS:D4.4-1.079
VR:1-1.029
VS:1-1.008
VL:1-1. 006

Three additional HEDs have been corrected or resolved as follows:

1. HED No. QS:E2.1-1.083, "SPDS steam generator tube-to-shell delta
temperature should be defined on the CRT as far as which temperature minus
which temperature."

This HED has been resolved by a software change that presents a better
label on the graphic display of the SPDS which clearly identifies the
higher and lower temperature components of the graph.

2. HED No. QS: A3.20-1.051, "A chart recorder is needed for reactor building
sump level."

This HED has been resolved by the addition of a 24-hour historical file as
j part of the SPDS such that certain parameters can be selected for trend

display of the past 24 hours of data. The reactor building sump is one of.

l the parameters available on this historical file.

!
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3. HED No. QS:1-1.100, "The service water pump controls are located very low
on panels C16/C18 such that status verification cannot be done from a front
panel. Service water pump status is an important item for the operators
during an emergency."

The service water pump discharge pressure is conveniently located such that
it can be used for rapid verification. Based on additional review of this
HED, the Regulatory Guide 1.97 instrumentation (i.e. , service water
discharge pressure and valve position indication) provides the appropriate
indications of service water system status. Since these indications are
conveniently located, this HED is no longer considered to have a
significance rating of "1." The possible relocation or addition of service
water pump status lights will be addressed as an HED with a significance,

rating of "3."

HEDS TO BE CORRECTED BY 1R7

Of the 42 subject HEDs,12 HEDs (28.6%) have been scheduled for correction
during the next refueling outage, 1R7. Four of these 12 HEDs were identified in
the Final Summary Report as being scheduled for correction during 1R7 and will
not be discussed further here. These 4 are:

HR:1-1. 002
QS:A3.2-1.020,

QS:A1.14-1.036
VR:1-1.028

The other 8 HEDs are as follows:

1. HED No. QS:A3.5-1.042, "A core exit thermocouple indicator (reading in
degrees F) is needed in the control room."

This HED will be corrected during 1R7 by the addition of a core exit;

thermocouple indicator in the control room that is independent of the
existing core exit thermocouple display available on the SPDS.

,

2. HED No. CK:6-1.001, " The control room instrumentation is not clearly
labeled to permit rapid and accurate human performance. Many instruments

| are unlabeled while others are labeled with inadequate information. The
labels are inconsistent in letter style and size as well as wording, format,
abbreviations, and placement. Readability is also a problem since many of
the labels cannot be read from the required viewing distances."

This HED will be corrected during 1R7 as part of the comprehensive control
room surface enhancement program. Labels in the control room will be.

replaced with labels that resolve this HED.'

3. HED No. CK:8-1.058, "Related components from panels C18, C16, and C14 are
not grouped together. Decay heat, sodium hydroxide, quench tank and BWST
are not grouped. Relationships are not enhanced by spacing, demarcation
or color shading."

!

1

,
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This HED will be corrected during IR7 as part of the comprehensive control
room surface enhancement program. Spacing, demarcation, mimics and color
shading will be used as appropriate to correct the grouping concern raised
by this HED.<

4. HED No. QS:B3.17-1.071, " Service water instrumentation is not well laid out.
Service water pump control is on one panel, pressure and flow indication on
another (C16/C18/C19). Sluice gates and valves are on C26."

This HED will be corrected during 1R7 as part of the comprehensive control
room surface enhancement program. Association enhancement techniques will
be used to correct this HED.

5. HED No. QS:1-1.097, "The diesel generator start /stop controls are not
clearly associated with the other related controls on panel C10, and there
is no distinction between the diesel start /stop controls and the breaker
Controls."

This HED will be corrected during 1R7 by modifying the diesel generator
i start /stop controls such that they are easily distinguishable from nearby

breaker controls. Also, association enhancement techniques will be used
-! to correct this HED.

6. HED No. QS:1-1.103, "The handswitches for all the motor-operated valves are
the same type. However, some of the controls are for modulating valves
while others are for valves with sesi-in circuits. There is no indication
on or near the control handswitches to distinguish between types of valves
being controlled. This could lead to operator misoperation of certain
valves."

This HED will be corrected during 1R7 as part of the comprehensive surface
enhancement program. The modulating controls and seal-in controls will be
made easily distinguishable such that each type of control is easily
identified by the control room operators.

J

7. HED No. VR:1-1.027, "There is a low flow trip on the seal injection valve ,

at 22 gpm. This trip auto resets at about 28 gpm. If the valve travels
; full open and flow has not reached 28 gpm, the valve trips again. Manual

override of the trip function is needed."

This HED will be corrected during 1R7 by the modification of the subject
valve controls such that manual override of the trip function is available
during reestablishment of seal injection flow.

;

8. HED No. QS: AS.2-1.065, "The VSF9 fan is noisy and interferes with speech
and annunciators."

This HED will be corrected during or before IR7 by making appropriate
changes to the ventilation system to reduce the noise from operation of
the fan.

1
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HEDS TO BE CORRECTED BY 1R8

Of the 42 subject HEDs, 7 HEDs (16.7%) have been scheduled for correction and/or
resolution during the second refueling outage after submittal of the Final
Summary Report (i.e. ,1R8). These 7 HEDs are as follows:

1. HED No. CK:3-1.003, "Multipoint alarms require the control room operator to
go to a given plant location (or local panel) for specific information."

This HED will be corrected during or before IR8 by separating the more
critical multipoint alarms from the less critical multipoint alarms for the
specific annunciators identified in the Final Summary Report. The diesel
generator multipoint alarm is scheduled for correction during 1R7 as part4

of the overall solution of this HED.

2. HED No. CK:3-1.004, " Print-out capability is not provided for every
computer multipoint annunciator alarm."

This HED will be corrected during or before IR8 by separating the more
critical multipoint alarms from the less critical multipoint alarms for the
specific annunciators identified in the Final Summary Report. The diesel
generator multipoint alarm is scheduled for correction during 1R7 as part'

of the overall solution of this HED.

3. HED No. OS:A1.17-1.001, " Atmospheric dump control (C02) is not separate
from condenser dump control, and therefore does not allow individual steam

i generator neader pressure control. Presently both have to be transferred
'

if atmospheric dump or condenser valve is selected in auto mode. They
'; automatically transfer, but turbine bypass valve position is not available.

The operators, therefore, cannot identify the current alignment."

All but the turbine bypass valve position indication have been corrected.
This HED will be corrected during 1R8 by the addition of turbine bypasst

valve position indication to the control room.

! 4. HED No. VR:1-1.013, "A meter is needed for the task of determining turbine
bypass valve position, but is not available."

This HED will be corrected during 1R8 by the addition of turbine bypass
valve position indication to the control room.

| 5. HED No. VR:1-1.006, "During task analysis, the subject matter expert stated
( a need for a legend light to aid in the task of identifying which makeup /HPI

pump is the ES standby pump, but is t.ot available."

i This HED will be corrected during 1R8 by the addition of valve position
indication for the subject valves needed to establish the status of the

| makeup /HPI pump.
I

In addition to the above HEDs that were previously identified for corrective
action by 1R8 (AP&L letter ICAN198510 dated October 18, 1985), the following HEDs
have also been scheduled for correction by IR8:

--_ _ - ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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6. HED No. CK:5-1.001, "When panel instruments fail or become inoperable, the
failure is not apparent to the operators. Some fail midscale."

The instruments that fail midscale have been determined to be appropriately
alarmed in the control room upon loss of power which causes the midscale
failure. Also, the operators receive training and have written procedures
on how to deal with this situation. Therefore, no additional corrective
action is planned to address the midscale failure issue.,

One additional area that was identified for corrective action during
evaluation of this HED is the loss of AC power to certain control room
indicators. Such an event will result in continued operation of the
display, but with a substantially reduced indication range. For example,;

a 0-100% meter will operate over a range of approximately 25-75%. Although
the loss of AC power is appropriately annunciated and the operators have
received training on this situation, additional corrective action is
planned by 1R8 to provide a modification to the affected indicators that
would alert the operator that AC power is not available at the indicator.
This modification will complete resolution of this HED.

7. HED No. QS:E2.2-1.084, "Certain parameters that are presently available
only on the plant computer or 5.005 should be available in the control room,

' with an indicator independent of a computer. (i.e., core exit thermocouples,
steam generator tube-to-shell delta temp. , and feedwater pump suction
pressure)"

The core exit thermocouple portion of this HED is being addressed per HED
QS:A3.5-1.042 during IR7. The feedwater pump suction pressure portion of
this HED is being addressed per HED QS:A3.15-1.047 which has a significance
rating of 3. The significance rating of 1 applies to the steam generator
tube-to-shell delta temperature and the core exit thermocouple displays
only. Corrective action will be taken by 1R8 to provide a steam generator
tube-to-shell delta temperature indication in the control room that is

' separate from the plant computer and SPDS.

HED TO BE CORRECTED AFTER 1R8

Of the 42 subject HEDs, 7 HEDs (16.6%) will require a schedule for resolution
during refueling outages beyond IR8. These HEDs are as follows:

1. HED No. CK:3-1.008, "There is no logical prioritization system in place for
the annunciator windows within each annunciator panel so that the operator
can differentiate the most important (or serious) alarms from less
important ones."

This HED is being corrected as part of a comprehensive annunciator upgrade
program as discussed in Section 8.2.2 (page 8-10) of the Final Summary
Report. Based on the scope of this design change (i.e., rearrangement of
annunciator windows, elimination of nuisance alarms, grouping of system
alarms, etc.), implementation will require three refueling outages
beginning with 1R8. Therefore, the initial changes will be implemented

.

during 1R8 and the final changes will be implemented by 1R10.

w + -- -r---- t*w - - *te+ or ----1'- 4 w-me*pr=e W-7 - - - -"'- w-* -- * **--T- Nw N----r'5' " - T"*- 8-~ *'---T' -'-- '~- --
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2. HED No.- QS:A1.7-1.018, "A remote control is needed for the DH1A and DH1B,

decay heat pump suction valves since these valves may be inaccessible due
to the accident in which they are needed because of flooding, high '

radiation, etc."

! This HED involves the addition of remote controls for these valves. The
; design changes are being coordinated with the other HEDs requiring the -

! addition of remote operators since new MCCs, cable pulls and routing,
component supports, etc. can best be worked on an integrated basis. Due to
the scope of the addition of these various remote operators and the
constraints _of the refueling outage schedules, the initial installation

j work is scheduled for 1R8 and completion is scheduled during 1R9.
'

.

3. HED No. QS:A1.8-1.019, " Remote control, motor operated crossover valves are
needed for high pressure injection / low pressure injection line up for i.

piggyback operation."!

s

! This HED will be corrected during 1R8 and 1R9 by the addition of remote
| control for these valves as discussed for HED No. QS:A1.7-1.018 above.
: ,

i 4. HED No. QS: A1.9-1.031, "A makeup tank isolation valve remote control is
"

needed in the control room to prevent gas binding in high pressure
injection pumps."

,

1

This HED will be corrected during 1R8 and 1R9 by the addition of remotee

controls for this valve as discussed for HED No. QS: A1.7-1.018 and'

QS:A1.8-1.019 above.
I

j 5. HED No. VR:1-1.031, " Makeup tank outlet valve (MU-13) must be operated
locally by the waste control operator."

:

,

This HED will be corrected during 1R8 and 1R9 by the addition of remote
| controls for this valve as discussed for HED No. QS:A1.9-1.031 above.
,

6. HED No. QS:A3.19-1.050, " Diagnostic instrumentation is needed for safety
systems."

4

The diagnostic instrumentation needed has been identified as HPI pump
suction and discharge pressure indication, LPI pump suction and discharge
pressure indication, reactor building spray pump suction ana discharge

| pressure indication, emergency feedwater pump suction pressure, and service
( water system suction level and flow indication. These displays will be ;
I added to the control room during 1R8 and 1R9 to correct this HED. This &

extended schedule is required based on the constraints of the refueling
outage schedules.

7. HED No. VR:1-1.007, "An instrument is needed for the task of verifying ES
standby HPI pump discharge pressure, but is not available."

This HED will be corrected by installation of discharge pressure indication
for the HPI pump during 1R8 and 1R9 since this HED is being corrected as
part of the resolution of HED No. QS:A3.19-1.050 above.

!
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CONCLUSION

I
i As presented above, 83.4% of all the HEDs with a significance rating of I have

been corrected or will be corrected during the next two refueling outages at
ANO-1. These and other related corrective actions will also address a
significant number of HEDs with a significance rating of 2 or 3. By 1R9, 98%
of all the HEDs with a significance rating of 1 will be corrected and during<

the subsequent refueling outage, all HEDs with a significance rating of 1 will
be corrected.-
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ATTACHMENT 4

:

UNIT 1 AND 2 CROR COLOR MATRIX

l | | | | | AMBER | |
| COMPONENT | RED GREEN | BLUE WHITE (YELLOW) | BLACK |
| | Red

.
Green | , Safety Sys.. | Actuation |

| | Safety | Safety | | Groups and | | Signal, |' l.G:neral System i Channel | Channel ] |Information| | Information'
l Label Plates IComponents: Components Cautions |
| Safety Red (A) Green (B) Blue (D) Yellow (C) |

| Channels (PPS) Channel | Channel Channel Channel |
| | | |
| Valve Lights Open | Closed | | |

| | | Misc Info,| |
1 | Actuated | Actuated | Location, | Non- | Power | Non- |
| Valve Label | Open Closed INon-Seal In Actuated Supply Actuated |
| | , , Not Avail. |
[ | | | | Springs | (Control I |
.| Breaker Lights Closed Open Charged in Local) |

| Actuated Actuated Non- Power Non- |

| Breaker Label | Closed Open Actuated Supply Actuated |
| 1 Not Avail. |
| Pump or | | | | Springs | (Control | |
| Fan Lights Running | Secured | Location Charged in Local) |
| Pump or Actuated j Actuated | Non- Power |
| Fan Label | Running Secured i Actuated Supply |,

| Purge | i Purge Timer |,

| System Lights On i Off I Complete i Started |

| | | | |
I Fire System | Actuated | Trouble |;

| Vent. System i | |
| Flow Lights Normal | Low |

| Electrical |0 ark-6.9KV |

| Mimics 500KV Light-4160V 480 Volt (Tan) 161KV 22KV |
| Integral Switch ,

. |
' I Plates (Pumps) | Stop | | Start |

I | | 1 |
| Room Water LevellHigh/High | | High |

j | Radiation | Normal | | I,

I Monitors | Alarm I (Operate) l Alert |

| 1 | | |

| |

| |

| 1

| |'

| |
'

| |
>

| 1 1 I

| | | | |

| | I l | I |

| | | | | | |

| | | | | |

I I | | | |
'

I I I I I | | 1.

j

}
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ATTACHMENT 5

.

C14, C16 AND C18 INSTRUMENT HEIGHT

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Instrumentation located on C14, C16 and C18 is above the NUREG-0700 guidelines
and is justified in being at this location.

There are advantages in the elevated location. The operator in front of C04 can
observe the parameter without going behind C04. Moreover, his view of these
instruments is not obstructed by another operator standing in f*ont of C14, C16
or C18.

Reading the instruments at this distance is not very accurate but is not a
problem. The instruments need to be on these panels for use by the operator at
C14, C16 or C18 also, and this is the logical location for use by both operators.,

Some of the instruments need to be read very accurately for Technical
Specification compliance, but this is not an emergency situation, and additional
measures are taken to obtain more accurate readings. Therefore, there is no
need to relocate these instruments, and doing so may result in more serious
problems.

SPECIFIC INSTRUMENTS
,

HPI Flow (FIS-1209, 1210, 1230 and 1228)

These instruments are located above the controls that are used to control HPI
flow. This arrangement coordinates the controlled parameter with the
controlling device. The location also allows viewing of the parameter by the
operator at C04 so that HPI flow may be verified rapidly (without going around
behind C04) during an emergency situation requiring HPI flow. This verification'

does not require a quantitative reading of the instrument, only the ability to
tell that some flow exists. These instruments have been changed to a Sigma type
indicator that reduces parallax.,

!

LPI Flow (FIS-1401 and 1402)

These instruments are located in an optimal position for viewing from three
' locations. The operator on C16 and C18 controlling LPI flow with the injection
, valve controls (CV-1400 and CV-1401), the operator on C14 during the decay heat
| removal mode controlling LPI flow with the cooler outlet and/or bypass valves,

and the operator on C04 so that LPI flew may be verified rapidly (without going
around behind C04). Again, the flow verification does not require a quantitative
reading. These instruments have been changed to a Sigma type indicator that
reduces parallax.

.

!
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RB Spray Flow (FIS-2400 and 2401)

These instruments are located directly above the RB spray flow control valves
and at a high enough elevation as to be viewed from C04 so the operator can
rapidly verify RB spray flow (without going around behind C04). A quantitative
reading is not required for this flow verification either. These instruments
have been changed to a Sigma type indicator that reduces parallax.

Core Flood Tank Level (LI-2416, 2419, 2415 and 2418)

These instruments are located high on C16 and C18 for ease of viewing by the
operator at C04 for rapid verification of the fact that the core flood tanks are

dumping (without going around behind C04) during an emergency situation requiring
the core flood tanks to dump. Accuracy for determining this emergency evolution
is not required.

Core Flood Tank Pressure (PI-2416, 2419, 2415 and 2418)

These instruments are located adjacent to the core flood tank level instruments
to maintain the functional grouping. The parameter is not required to be
observed during an emergency situation but may serve as a backup parameter for
determining core flood tank dumping, in which case it would be observed from C04.

Reactor Building Pressure (PR-2408)

This instrument is located high on C18 to allow ease of viewing by the operator
at C04. Being a strip chart recorder, the information is adequately presented
to allow determination of a trend. This parameter is displayed on the SPOS in

'

an even more convenient way for the operator, but in the case of SPDS
' unavailability, trends can be identified from C04. There is no need to relocate

this instrument.

Decay Heat Injection Temperature (TI-1432 and 1433)

These instruments on C14 are located above the controls for the decay heat
cooler outlet and bypass controls and are used when the plant is in the decay
heat removal mode. Normally the operators display this parameter on one of the
selectable digital displays on top of C03 when the plant is in the decay heat
removal mode, but in the case of plant computer unavailability, qualitative
information can be obtained from C04 via these instruments even with an operator
manipulating the decay heat controls because of the height of these instruments.
Therefore, there is no need be relocate these instruments.

|
;

__
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ATTACHMENT 6
>

|
STATUS OF CONTROL ROOM LIGHT INDICATORS

GENERAL COMMENTS

In general, valve position status lights provide (red) open and (green) closed
indication. Bulb failure is detected by observing both lights out. This is an
indication that either a bulb is burned out, the power supply breaker is opened,
or the control power fuse is blown. This indication leads the operator to
normally check the bulb (by replacing with a good one) unless he knows the
breaker is open for some reason (status board or hold card log, etc.)

Procedurally, for safety-related systems, this check is performed once per shift
during turnover. The same applies for pump and motor status lights (red running
and green off).

Also, for 4160V and 6900V breaker status lights, there is a normally on, white,
springs charged status in'dicator. These are normally on at all times and if not,
bulb failure is expected and the bulbs are checked. These breakers also have
" local / remote" selector switch status lights (amber) that are normally off.
However, if bulb failure has occurred and the selector switch is placed in
" local," the control room red / green indication is lost also which keys the
operator to the problem.

There are several MANUAL / AUTO selector switches for controllers that have status
indicating lights. One or the other of these lights is normally on and if they
are both out, bulb failure is expected.

Most of the backlit pushbuttons have dual bulb fixtures. When one bulb burns
out, the label is darkened on one side. This keys the operator to change the
bulb. Any exceptions are discussed below.

Single bulbs in the fire protection system on C-19 have a bulb test feature as
well as single indicating lights used in association with the annunciator system.

Listed below are exceptions to these general rules with supporting justification
if applicable:

1) CV-1251 - Local / remote status light on C-04. This light is expected to be
on when the handswitch just below it is in " remote." If it is not on, a
burned out bulb is expected. This handswitch and indicator is being
evaluated to be removed as the local function is never used.

2) " Bypass" and " Dilution OK" lamps associated with CV-1250 on C-04 provide
status of interlocks associated with the batch controller. The " Dilution
OK" lamp should be on if conditions are met to open CV-1250. Interlock
conditions can be observed and if the lamp should be on and is not, a
burned out bulb is expected. The " Bypass" lamp indicates the status of a
key locked switch outside the control room. Bulb failure when in the
" Bypass" condition is not adequately indicated to the operator; however,s
the switch is key locked and maintained in " Normal."
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3) Pressurizer heater " auto on command" lights on C-04 provide indication that
the heaters are automatically commanded on. Bulb failure will be recognized*

by observing a red "on" indication without the amber " auto on command" when
'

the heaters come on in automatic.

4) ERV "open" indication on C-04 is backed up by the acoustic monitor and
i annunciator K09, B-3.

5) The ERV " auto" status indicator is.always on. This light being out would
prompt a bulb check.

-
4

: 6) The pressurizer spray amber " auto open" light has the same function as the
red "open" indication when the spray valve is automatically opened. It
indicates 40% open when the spray valve opens automatically. It should be

i on with the red "open" indication when the spray salve opens automatically.
A red light only indicates bulb failure or circuit failure.

:

i 7) The ERV setpoint selector status indicators on C-04 reflect the position of
the switch below them. Either one of the two lights should be on at all

j times. Both out indicates bulb failure or circuit failure.

'

8) Boronometer range select lights on C-04 indicate the range selected for the3

boronometer. One of these lights should be on at all times. All lights ;

out indicates a need to check bulbs.
,

9) The amber lights associated with each of the main feed pump oil pumps on
| C-02 indicates normal oil pump discharge pressure. The light should be on
'

if the pump is running. This indication is backed up by annunciator K07, i

,

E-5 and K07, E-8.

j 10) Main feed pump turning gear indication on C-02 provides engaged / disengaged
! status'of the feed pump turbine turning gear. The " disengaged" indicator
'

is actually speed < 2 RPM; therefore, both of these lights are normally out
when the plant is operating.'

! Turbine speed is indicated on C-02, and when the turbine coasts to a stop,
| one of the two lights should be on. Bulb failure or some other failure ;

would be indicated by both lights being out. *
,

I

| 11) The amber lights for the main feed pump turbine HP and LP stop valves on
! C-02 indicates a test position when the valves are tested. Bulb failure

! would be expected if the light did not come on during the test.

! 12) The main turbine turning gear status lights are. backed up by an
annunciator K04, E-5 and D-5.

|'
i 13) The generator field ground test indicators are backed up by an '

annunciator K04, B-8.'

14) Voltage regulator control on C-01 has status lights for ON - 0FF - TEST.
One of the three lights should always be on when the voltage regulator is

! powered up.

{
1

|
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15) The main generator voltage regulator on C-01 has status indication of the
upper and lower limits of the voltage regulator as well as the base
adjuster. Also, pre-set position indicators are provided. Bulb failure
results in loss of direct indication to the operator of one of these
conditions. Direct indication of voltage regulator response can be
observed on C-01 that would cause the operator to look for one of these
conditions to be indicated. Bulb failure is expected if the proper
indication is not observed.

16) Main feed pump oil reservoir low and high alarm status is provided on C-02.
These status lights are backed up by annunciator K07, D-8.

17) The turbine trip circuit power available indicator on C-01 should always be
lit. The light being out indicates bulb failure or circuit failure. This
indicator is backed up by annunciator K05, E-8.

18) The filter delta P hi status light:; on C-19 provide indication of which
filter has high delta P when annunciator K15, A-1 comes in.

19) HPI valve "LTOP" status lights on C-16 and C-18 are checked each shift
by procedure during shift turnover .

20) Low chilled water flow to RB coils VCC-1A, B, C and D on C-19 are backed up
by annunciator K15, A-a.

21) NNI and ICS power supply indicators on C-13 are always on. Bulb failure is
expected when a light is out and annunciator K07, B-4 is not on.

22) RC pump vibration indicator lamps on C-13 are provided with backup
instrumentation on C-12.

23) Single lights on the T-111 timers on C-13 provide indication as to which
timer is running. One of the two lights should always be on.

24) RC pump zero speed indicators on C-13 provide indication that the pump has
coasted down and that tne oil pumps can be turned off. After sufficient
time after the pump breaker is opened for the pump to coast down, the zero
speed indicator is expected to come on. If not, the bulb is checked.

25) Status lights on C-10 for the diesel generator governor and voltage
regulator local control are on to indicate control in local. Bulb failure
while in local would be indicated by failure of response to controls on
C-10. These switches are procedurally controlled in remote and the
operator would be administratively informed if they were in local.,

! 26) Core flood tank alarm lights on C-16 and C-18 are backed up by annunciator
K09, C-5. Also they are dual lamps (alternate flashing).i

:
I 27) Decay heat suction valves CV-1050 and CV-1410 interlock status lights on
| C-16 and C-18 provide indication of interlock status. When conditions are
; such that the interlock is satisfied, the light should be on. If not, the

| bulb is checked.

i

|
1

i

i
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28) Undervoltage protection " operate" and " bypass" status lights on C-10 should
be one or the other on. If both are off, the bulbs are checked. This is
also backed up by annunciator K01, F-5 and F-8.

29) Status lights on C-10 for MCC B56 provide indication of power supply to B56
and the availability of the alternate power supply.

The " volts present" and "B5 and B6 available" lights should always be on.
If one is out, the bulb would be checked. One of the remaining two lights
should be on indicating which bus is supplying 856. If both are out, the
bulb is checked.

30) Status lights on C-10 for panel 011 and 021 provide indication of normal
and emergency power to D11 and 021 as well as local control status. The
" normal" and " emergency" lights should always be on. If not, the bulbs are
checked. One of the two "001" and "002" lights should be on. If both are
off, the bulbs'are checked. The " local" lamp indicates control in local
when on. Bulb failure while in local would be indicated by failure of all
lights (local lights and red green status lights) which would key the
operator to check the bulbs.

31) "Startup transformer #2 selected by Unit 2" status light on C-10 is backed
up by annunciator K02, E-7.

"Startup #2/startup #1 selector switches in different position" status
light on C-10 is verified by observing selector switch positions on C-10.
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